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• consumers contribute significantly to global CO2 
emissions (Cherry, Scott, Barry & Pidgeon 2018).

• many technologies exist which offer lower carbon 
alternatives to high emitting consumer behaviours 

• attributes are important determinants of diffusion 
(Davis, 1989, Rogers, 2003, Levitt 1984)

• lack of empirical research into the appealing 
attributes of low carbon innovations 

• need for an in-depth and comprehensive 
understanding of the wide ranging attributes of 
low carbon innovations.

Background/why this research?



–RQ1 - what are the attributes of low carbon 
innovations that appeal to people?
–RQ2 - how do different low carbon 

innovations appeal against these?
–RQ3 - which attributes have the potential to 

offer added value above incumbents?

Three main research questions



Theoretical framework

Axsen, J. and K. S. Kurani (2012). "Interpersonal influence within car 
buyers' social networks: applying five perspectives to plug-in hybrid 
vehicle drivers." Environment and Planning A 44(5): 1047-1065.

Low carbon innovations offer 
private and public benefits



Methodology

• we use a structured elicitation method known as 
repertory grid technique (RGT)(David & Dale 2000, 
Kerkhof et al 2009, Marsen & Littler 2002, Sampson 
1972)

• people living in a representative UK city were recruited. 
Participants (N=67) were all interested in new 
technology

• we ran two elicitation exercises
1) participants were asked to compare between low carbon 

innovations and identify ways that they appealled
2) participants were asked to rate all low carbon innovations 

against the most important ways that they appealed using 
a scale of 1-7 (7=high appeal, 1=low appeal). 



Low carbon innovations

1. Four 
domains

2. High tech v 
low tech 
(app based)

3. ownership 
model v 
sharing 
economy

Inclusion 
criteria

mobility food homes energy



Qualitative
• examined all verbatim 

constructs (n=471)
• coded according to 

overarching categories 
(n=34)

• interpretative framing of 
attributes based on 
analytical framework 
(n=11)

Quantitative
• means and distributions
• subjective mapping based 

on comparison to 
incumbents

Analysis



environmental benefits
“does a lot to save the 
environment”
“avoids waste”
“reduces CO2 
emissions”
“does not add to the 
carbon footprint”

private public

symbolic

functional

Results – LCIs appeal across 6 different public 
attributes

social benefits
“protects local 
community”
“supports local
businesses”
“offers a community 
benefit

inter-dependencies
“brings provider and 
consumer together”
“encourages 
friendships”
“involves the 
consumer”

social change
“new and exciting 
innovations”
“chance to try new 
things”
“fit with a required 
future”

independence
“avoid dealing with 
large companies”
“transferring power 
back to individuals”
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“social benefits”

“money saving, time 
saving, improved 

health”

“identity signal”
“independence”

“inter-dependencies”

LCIs offer added value against public attributes 
(other than low carbon)



• it is important that low carbon innovations are positioned 
within the marketplace to emphasise unique sources of added 
value above incumbents 

• our research suggests market growth is more likely within niche 
markets, segments of consumers who value local provision, the 
sharing economy, improved environment, lower pollution, 
better use of local resources, and wider benefits to society

• to stimulate growth beyond these niche markets low carbon 
innovations need to become more competitive against private 
functional attributes that are highly valued by consumers.

Discussion



Thank you for listening
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 Appeal against main attributes (high, moderate, low) 
 Private functional Private 

symbolic Public functional Public 
symbolic 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A8 A9 A7 A10 A11 
mobility  
private vehicle use high high high high high low high low low low low 
MaaS mod mod high mod high low mod mod mod mod high 
food  
major food retailers high high high high mod low high low mod low low 
rooftop farm low low low mod high mod mod low high low low 
homes  
low energy 
management, high 
waste 

low high high mod low low high low low low low 

smart appliances mod mod high mod mod mod mod low low high mod 
energy  
low energy 
management, high 
waste 

low high high mod low low high low low low low 

energy service co mod mod low mod low mod mod low low mod high 
 

Finding 8 sources of potential value add across all four domains 
(pink shading)

High appeal mean>6, moderate appeal >4 <6, low appeal <4


